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Children’s speech development in its multimodal
and semiotic aspects


Researchers of gesture
have demonstrated that
integrates auditory and
linguistic, prosodic and
single message.




McNeill, 1992, 2005; Beattie, 2003; Golden-Meadow, 2006

;

This process is revealed from as early as 16 – 18
months of age




and cognitive science
the listener or speaker
visual information from
gesture sources into a

Capirci, Iverson, Pizzuto & Volterra, 1996; Butcher & GoldinMeadow, 2000; Volterra et al. 2005; Ozcaliskan & Goldin-Meadow,
2006

Hand or head gestures as well as facial
expressions linked to speech (coverbal gesture)
develop and vary as the child grows older.


Colletta, 2004; Colletta & Pellenq, 2007; Sekine, 2007

Questions at the point of departure








How does this speech-gesture system
develop in children older than 5 years?
Does the relationship between gesture
and speech become modified under the
influence of new linguistic acquisitions
and new communicative behaviour?
Do new coverbal gestures appear through
late speech development?
When and how does culture influence this
co-development of gesture and speech?

The ANR Multimodalité project





The main objective: to answer the preceding
questions
International dimension: involving four research
teams (two in France, Italy and the United States)
and other partners (from South Africa)
Comparative approach: observation of controlled
language tasks (narrative and explanations based
on a cartoon extract) in all four languages,
performed by:
o
o
o



5 – 6 years children
9 – 10 year old children
Adults

Point of departure: finding a common annotation
tool (coding manual) for the language and gesture
productions

Methodology


A 2 minute extract of an animated video cartoon, Tom
& Jerry was presented to subjects



Subjects were requested to recount the story they
had seen, to the interviewer, then respond to 4
questions
which
allowed
for
supplementary
explanations
Corpus was filmed in a school environment (France,
Italy & South Africa) and/ or in a family environment
(USA). Adult corpus was composed of University
students
60 spoken narratives from each language group were
collected as well as 160 explanations (children only)





How to transcribe and annotate multimodal
productions?
1st consideration: the necessity to transcribe and
annotate the linguistic forms produced in real
time as well as the coverbal gesture occurring
2nd consideration: the necessity to list and select
annotations pertinent to the variables to be
studied (age, language and culture belonging
effect)
3rd consideration: the use of a credible validation
procedure
4th consideration: the software ELAN (Eudico
Linguistic Annotater) developed by Max Planck
Institute de Nijmegen : www.mpi.nl/tools/

Example of a video extract
(French child, 9 years old, Grenoble corpus)

Illustration of ELAN interface

Transcription and linguistic annotation
6h/clip


Orthographical transcription of speech (subject and
interviewer). Adapted from Valibel : http://valibel.fltr.ucl.ac.be/



Linguistic variables annotated:








Speech turns (ability to produce monologue discourse)
Clauses and words (information quantity clues)
Type of clauses (complex language clues, e.g.
subordination)
Anaphora & connectives (discourse cohesion clues)

Discourse variables annotated:






Macro and micro-episodes (ability to produce a complete
narrative)
Background/foreground (ability to produce a detailed
narrative)
Illocutionary act (ability to narrate, explain, interpret,
comment )

Illustration of linguistic annotation

Gesture Annotation
12h/ clip


Identification and annotation of coverbal gesture
limited to its relation to speech
>>> Kendon, 2004; Ozcaliskan & Goldin-Meadow 2006…



Gesture variables annotated by 2 independent coders:










Gesture and its phases: does gesture usage increase with
age? What is the influence of culture?
Function: is there an evolution towards abstract gesture as
well as cohesive gestures? What is the influence of culture?
Semiotic relation to speech: does it develop with age? What
is the influence of language?
Synchronic relation to speech: what is the manner in which
gesture- speech occur ? (to be examined qualitatively)
Description of gesture : does it become more precise with
age?

Illustration: Gesture Annotation

Validation of gesture annotation


2 objectives:





The three key points for a comparative approach:






To verify and validate annotations by the 2 coders
To calculate the rate of agreement between the 2 coders
Identification of gestures
Function of each gesture
Relation to speech

Procedure:




Annotation performed by 2 independent coders
Verification and validation is by a 3rd coder
Annotation of agreement/ disagreement between the 3
coders on the basis of a 2/3 majority >>> calculation of
the rate of agreement

Illustration of verification and validation

Final remarks








Several areas of analysis are possible from the
data annotated and validated by this tool
It is a tool which allows a quantitative as well
as a qualitative analysis of data
It is equally a tool that is flexible and allows the
addition of new annotations
However…the coding manual can be improved
and the gesture annotations could be more
precise:



By indicating the body parts supporting the gestures
In the categorization of polyvalent gestures (as seen
in adult subjects)
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